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Abstract — This work aims to evaluate the effectiveness of 
physical protection system of a nuclear facility model, where 
attack scenarios involving opponents with both cyber and 
physical capabilities are considered. Amid a propitious global 
context of increasing of attacks, involving the theft and sabotage 
on nuclear materials, the swift evolution and diversity of cyber-
attacks in different sectors of society and the growing variety and 
complexity of that types of attacks, it is very difficult to assess the 
security of critical infrastructures. Considering confidentiality 
about the design of real facilities and their systems, a nuclear 
facility and its physical and cyber security systems were modeled 
in this work. This model is based on international trainings held 
by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Moreover, 
the cyber-attack scenario was modeled over one of the critical 
digital assets of the physical protection system as part of a 
physical attack. The impacts on the probabilistic performance 
parameters of the physical protection system, particularly the 
probability of effectiveness (PE), were evaluated using tools 
traditionally used in physical systems assessment, such as the 
EASI (Estimate of Adversary Sequence Interruption), Adversary 
Sequence Diagrams (ASD) and Multipath Analysis. The results of 
the study show a significant decrease in the physical protection 
system effectiveness resulting from a blended cyber-physical 
attack, enabling not only improvements of nuclear security 
controls, but also the applicability to other types of critical 
infrastructure that could not be foreseen by simple regulatory 
compliance verifications. 

Keywords – nuclear security; cyber security; critical 
infrastructure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the context of nuclear industry, nuclear security is a 

process that involves technologies, people, organizations as 
well as a regulatory framework which shall address the 
mankind expectations on the protection of people, facilities and 
environment against the potentially catastrophic effects of theft 
and sabotage involving nuclear materials and facilities, 
especially in terms of unacceptable radiological consequences 
[1]. Aiming to a worldwide correct implementation of that 
process, treaties, standards, regulations and recommendations 
are frequently updated, enabling nuclear States to implement 
security controls in an adequate manner regarding the threat 
scenario [2]. In Brazil, the Federal Constitution clearly 
expresses that all nuclear activities shall be State-owned, and 
only employed to peaceful purposes [3]. 

In the past, when most of the critical systems on nuclear 
facilities, such as safety-related functions, instrumentation, 

process control and physical protection were implemented 
using analog devices, the greatest security risk posed to nuclear 
facilities was purely physical, i.e., theft and sabotage of nuclear 
materials performed by threats with purely physical capabilities 
such as weapons, vehicles, tools, and explosives [4]. 

Along with the increase on the dependency of information 
technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) assets to 
proper and safe operation of nuclear facilities, it becomes more 
and more important to provide security to digital assets in order 
to ensure reliability and safety of nuclear operations [5]. While 
IT security traditionally cares for digital assets such as 
corporate desktop computers, devices and servers, OT security 
has a greater focus on risks associated with compromising of 
Industrial Control Systems (ICS), which are heavily used on 
Critical National Infrastructure such as energy grid, water 
treatment and transport. ICS compromise may lead to physical 
events that have the potential to a great safety risk. Such 
systems are called cyber-physical systems (CPS) [6].  

This increasing convergence between OT and IT security 
links the risks associated with business systems to safety of 
critical systems, demanding proper security design and 
management to prevent risks from IT impacting OT. As 
examples of recent CPS security events there are the deliberate 
remote shutdown of US East Coast´s full supply pipelines [7], 
the massive damage on a blast furnace on Germany [8], and the 
unauthorized control of maritime ports in India [9]. Some 
lessons learnt from cyber-attacks on ICS and the evolutions of 
such attacks are studied on [10]. 

With such concerns in mind, this work proposes an 
effectiveness evaluation of a nuclear facility´s security system 
under a cyber-physical (i.e., blended) attack, using tools 
traditionally used for purely physical-oriented attack scenarios. 

This work is organized as follows. This introduction 
describes briefly the context where the cyber physical systems 
security approach is inserted, especially regarding nuclear 
facilities. Section II (Related Works) provides an over-view of 
current papers that are related to research on the physical and 
cyber security of nuclear materials. Section III (Model) 
describes the hypothetical facility model used in this study, its 
security system and the tools employed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the security measures (both physical and 
cyber). Section IV (Experiment Description) describes the 
calculations for the different attack paths, considering a 
baseline situation, with all security measures in place, and after 
a cyber-attack over the CCTV surveillance system, comparing 
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the security system effectiveness for both situations. Section V 
(Results and Discussion) evaluates the performance results 
with proper discussions about them. Finally, Section 
VI(Conclusions) shows some conclusions from the results 
obtained. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Given the current scenario of increased perception of 

threats with cyber capabilities and potential to attack and cause 
harm to critical infrastructures, due to several incidents related 
to cyber-attacks targeting IT and OT [11], which are not only 
becoming omnipresent but also vulnerable to dynamic and 
evolving threats, it becomes urgent that nation-states not only 
provide strategies to tackle such threats but also minimize risks 
posed by them. Studies on risk-based approaches to cyber-
physical complex systems such as critical infrastructure are still 
on the infancy of their development [12]. 

There have been several recent studies aiming to contribute 
to cyber and physical security of nuclear facilities. Most of 
them either handle physical and cyber as different domains of 
security or focus on different systems of the nuclear facility. 
For instance, [13] discusses the interrelationship between cyber 
and physical attacks but has a greater focus on control and 
instrumentation systems, and [14] deals with insider threat on 
physical assets using a methodology similar of this study 
(Estimate of Adversary Sequence Interruption - EASI), but 
does not consider attacks via cyber assets. Cyber security is 
considered solely in studies such as [15], [16], [17] and [18] 
and several papers deal exclusively with physical attack 
scenarios, such as [19], [20], [21] and [22]. In [23], a 
hypothetical nuclear facility model is described, this model 
being used and adapted for training and research purposes by 
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on the area of 
physical security.  

In the present work, the hypothetical facility is adapted 
from [23], but for a research reactor model, and differs from 
the aforementioned related works by including a blended 
cyber-physical attack scenario, performing an evaluation of the 
security system. 

The work hypothesis lies on the assumption that the 
evaluation performed is more comprehensive in terms of 
understanding hybrid attack scenarios, enabling ways of 
responding in an integrated way, both cyber and physically 
oriented, representing a more comprehensive approach than 
considering cyber and physical attacks separately. 

III. MODEL 

A. Model Requirements 
In order to address the question that motivated the 

elaboration of this study, on how a cyber-attack might decrease 
the overall security system effectiveness, firstly it is necessary 
to answer three basic security questions, regarding what needs 
to be protected, how to protect the assets and if the measures 
are effective against the threat. 

The steps carried out in order to address the first two 
questions are detailed on the following subsections while the 

third question regarding the evaluation of the security system 
(vulnerability assessment) is performed on Section 5. 

B. Definition of a facility model 
Due to regulatory restrictions on sharing information on 

actual facility data [24], it became necessary to model a facility 
with enough detail level that enables a more useful and realistic 
approach to real-life facilities. Further research on theses, 
papers, journals, dissertations showed that there are several 
nuclear facility models used for training purposes, some of 
them more oriented to physical security analyses (i.e. with little 
or no computer security details), and some of them with more 
details in terms of communications networks and IT/OT 
systems but with limited or no further details about the 
traditional physical aspects (gates, walls, response force 
guards).  

The facility model used in this work, named “Cerrado 
Nuclear Research Institute (CNRI)”, was adapted from [23] 
and incorporates some of the probabilistic data used in [1] and 
especially in [25] and [26], which are classic references on 
physical protection of nuclear facilities, for security 
components and response force parameters.  

CNRI facility is a hypothetical nuclear research institute 
that operates a nuclear research reactor, having both low 
enrichment uranium (LEU) and equipment in which sabotage 
acts would result in unacceptable radiological consequences, 
for instance, radionuclide release in the air and water, with 
possible contamination of persons and environment on 
surrounding areas. Other security areas of interest in the 
institute comprise a large multi-purpose Cobalt-60 gamma-ray 
Irradiator and a radioactive waste deposit. CNRI is basically a 
16 km2 square. Figure 1 shows CNRI´s security zones. 

 
Figure 1.  CNRI security zones. 

C. Limited Access Area (LAA) 
The zone in yellow in Figure 1 is named Limited Access 

Area (LAA), bounded by a single fence and its surveillance is 
provided by four observation towers (in blue) and periodic 
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roving patrols in accordance with regulation [24] and 
recommendation [4]. 

LAA can be accessed either by vehicle via main gate P1 or 
a cargo gate P2. P1 is open during the normal daytime routine 
of the institute, being closed and locked otherwise. P2 is kept 
closed and locked, except when necessary. Vehicles accessing 
the institute must be parked inside LAA in a parking zone, 
which is surrounded by a single fence similar to the outside 
fence. A P3 gate gives access from the parking area to the 
inner part of the LAA.  

Surveillance on the LAA is carried out by periodic roving 
patrols, by a pair of guards using motorcycles (two-person 
rule), as required by [24], which inspect the fences and 
perform a general observation on the area. 

 

D. Protected Areas 
Inside the LAA, the zones in red (Figure1) are named 

Protected Areas (PA). Each PA is bounded by double fences, 
with infrared sensors in the area between them, as per [24] and 
[4].  

CNRI has three protected areas: PA-1 refers to a Cobalt-60 
gamma-ray large irradiator, PA-2 refers to a research reactor 
and PA-3 refers to a nuclear fuel fabrication laboratory. Inside 
the reactor´s protected area (PA-2) is located the Central Alarm 
Station (CAS), where all the CCTV, alarms and 
communications systems are located, also as per [24] and [4]. 

 There is a Secondary Alarm Station (SAS), located nearby 
the main Institute´s gate (P1) on LAA.  

The 10 armed responders are in the Guard Barracks, near 
P3, inside LAA. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that 
the time the guards take to respond to a security event inside 
the reactor protected area is 150s, under the same consideration 
held on [1].  

Figure 2 shows the PA-2, detailing the lighting (white zones), 
the CCTV cameras positioning (in blue) and their ranges, as 
well as the infrared sensors (dots and lines in red) inside the 
double-fence area, as per [24] and [4]. 

 
Figure 2.  CNRI Research Reactor Protected Area (PA-2). 

Figure 3 shows a network diagram of the CCTV system. It 
allows remote access via virtual private network (VPN) for 
maintenance. The dashed line represents all the equipment 
located inside the protected area (CAS), which has access 
control on gate P4 and the sensors + CCTV in place, on 
baseline conditions. In PA-2 there are 10 fixed cameras, 2 pan-
tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras on the entrance of the reactor 
complex. The images are accessible both for CAS and 
Secondary Alarm Station (SAS), located in the limited access 
area. 

 
Figure 3.  Diagram of the CNRI external CCTV system network in protected 

area PA-2. 

E. Vital Areas 
Vital areas are defined as the interior of the buildings (VA-

1 for the irradiator, VA-2 for the research reactor and VA-2 for 
the fuel laboratory). For compliance with [24], their entrance 
doors have access stricter control measures in place (specific 
badges with photograph, biometrics, x-ray and metal detector 
portal on the entrance), and all doors that provide access to 
radiological areas have alarms (even cargo doors). Figure 4 
shows the vital area of the research reactor building (VA-2). 

 
Figure 4.  CNRI Reactor Building (vital area VA-2). Adapted from [23]. 

In CNRI, there are BMS (Balanced Magnetic Switches) 
that alarm when opened, both by sound and visually at the 
Central Alarm Station (CAS), also being added by a specific 
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CCTV system. Microwave volumetric sensors are in place 
inside vital areas, close to entrances, in order to supplement 
the detection function as per [24] and [4]. 

F. Threat Definition and Attack Scenario Modelling 
The attack scenario model considered in this work is based 

on Design Basis Threat (DBT), which is a formal document 
describing the attributes (intention, motivation and 
capabilities) of an adversarial model, in accordance with 
international standards [27]. Table 1 summarizes the 
simplified DBT adopted in this work. 

TABLE I.  SIMPLIFIED DESIGN BASIS THREAT (DBT) FOR CNRI. 

 Armed Unarmed 
Preferred mode of 
action (intention) 

Sabotage of nuclear material Theft of equipment, 
nuclear/radiological 

material for selling to 
terrorists 

Number of 
adversaries 

5 5 - 100 

Insider threat 
collusion 

Yes, with cyber capabilities, 
social engineering  

Yes, via blackmailing, 
social engineering 

Financial Support High Low 
Tactics Capable to act with detection 

probability, blended cyber-
physical attacks 

Protest, diversionary 
actions 

Armament/ 
explosives 

Assault rifles, explosives None 

Tools Bolt cutters, ladders, vehicle Bolt cutters, ladders 

IV. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
Having the facility model and the DBT in place, a 

vulnerability assessment phase is performed using tools such 
as Adversary Sequence Diagrams (ASD) [26] and Multi-path 
Analysis based on Estimate of Adversary Sequence 
Interruption (EASI) method [26]. ASD is a graphical tool that 
provides a simple way to describe all possible routes to a 
target that can be used by an attacking team, by exploiting of 
circumventing the physical protection elements placed at the 
facility.  

A. The EASI Method 

EASI method [26] assumes that the security system 
interrupts a physical intrusion in a timely manner. The output 
of the method is the probability of interruption (PI) on an 
adversary path, which depends on the Probability of Detection 
(PD) along the path and the guards’ response time.  The guard 
response time is used to determine the Critical Detection Point 
(CDP), by comparing with Time Delay (TD) provided by the 
barriers placed at the facility (gates, fences, walls, windows). 
The TD on a path is defined as the time taken by an adversary 
team to circumvent all protection elements (obstacles) on the 
way to the target, considering their tactics, tools and 
equipment [25]. Then, an ASD is built in order to estimate PI 
for all possible paths. 

In an ASD diagram [26] each adversary path, starting from 
the outside up to the attack target, can be defined as a vector 
{ai, bi, ci, di} in which a, b, c, d depend on the ASD layer, 
each layer having elements with PD and TD associated values 
as shown in the example of the Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5.  ASD Example. Adapted from [26]. 

In Figure 5, the green horizontal lines are zones (offsite, 
campus, Research Complex, Reactor building, Reactor area 
and secure room). The elements between them (yellow boxes) 
provide different path possibilities. Thus, the number of 
different adversary paths for a given facility is calculated by 
multiplying the number of elements at each layer. In the 
example (Fig, 5), adapted from [26], there is: 2 x 3 x 2 x 4 x 3 
x 1 = 144 paths. 

The Critical Detection Point (CDP), i.e., the last possible 
effective detection point to interrupt the adversary, is 
determined by the of sum lowest TD values on each layer, 
from the bottom of the ASD to the top, considering all zone 
and element layers (see the red arrow in Fig.5). When the sum 
of the elements equals the response force time, the element or 
zone layer immediately over it on the ASD is the last useful 
detection opportunity, i.e., the CDP (see the red box in Fig.5). 
Thus, the probability of interruption of the threat by the 
response force is calculated using the elements and zone on 
the effective detection zone, i.e. above the CDP on the ASD 
(see Fig. 5) by the following equation [26]: 
 PI = 1 – [(1-PD1). (1-PD2)... (1-PDn)] (1) 

Where PI is the probability of interruption and PDi is the 
probability of detection for the i-th level at the ASD in the 
effective detection zone (i.e. up to the CDP). 

Then, the Probability of Effectiveness (PE) of the security 
system is calculated using (2) 
 PE = PI. PN (2)  

Where PI is the minimum value of PI for the facility, taken 
from the calculations for all the adversary paths described on 
the ASD and PN is the probability of neutralization, which 
depends on the outcome of the engagement of adversaries and 
response forces. PN values in this work are taken from [1], 
which for 12 responders and 5 attackers is 0.99. 

B. Attack Scenarios 
Two attack scenarios are modelled in this work. First, a 

baseline scenario (Scenario 1) where the security system is 
fully operational is considered, in accordance with local 
regulation [24]. A second scenario (Scenario 2), where a cyber 
asset (CCTV at the research reactor protected area) suffers a 
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cyber-attack that compromises its confidentiality and integrity, 
leaving the surveillance of that area, in practice, only with the 
roving patrols at the limited access area (LAA) and the 
observation from the towers located near the LAA fence, 
simultaneously with a physical attack as described on the DBT. 
The cyber-physical attack is carried on the following steps:  

1. During the night shift, the cyber attacker exploits a 
vulnerability on the remote maintenance computer 
and, using the VPN, records and inserts loop images 
(showing apparent normal operation routine) on the 
CCTV system of the Reactor Protected Area; in 
practice, the only effective detection remains will be 
the guards that patrol the LAA (Fig.1); 

2. The physical attack team enters the facility via cargo 
gate P2 (Fig.1) using bolt cutters and enters the 
LAA with a vehicle;  

3. Inside LAA, cut through gate P5 (Fig.2) and access 
the interior of the reactor protected area by foot; 

4. Set explosives on the reactor building 
cargo/emergency door; 

5. Inside the reactor building set explosives at the 
reactor structure; 

6. Broadcast all the action via social networks, creating 
bots for further replication of the transmission, 
aiming to spread panic among population, enhance 
anti-nuclear feelings and cause economic loss to the 
targeted country. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This section discusses results for the scenarios listed on 

Section 4. All PD and TD values for the physical protection 
elements are taken from the tables in the appendixes of [26]. 

A. Results for Scenario 1 
In Scenario 1 (baseline conditions), the security system is 

considered completely functional, on normal operations. Figure 
6 shows the ASD for this scenario. 

 
Figure 6.  Adversary Sequence Diagram (ASD) on baseline scenario 

(Scenario 1). 

Given the response force time, the CDP lies on the Reactor 
Protected Area. Thus, the effective detection zone is from the 
elements a1, a2, a3, passing through the LAA, elements b1, b2, 
b3 and the reactor protected area PA-2, i.e., above the CDP. 
The number of paths of the facility is calculated from the 
elements at the layers (yellow boxes):  

Number of paths = 3 x 3 x 4 x 1 = 36 paths. 

Figure 7 shows the PE results for all the adversary paths, 
numbered from 1 to 36. Considering the lowest PE as the most 

representative of the security system, for the baseline scenario 
it is considered as 0.90, i.e., 90% of effectiveness for the given 
threat. 

 
Figure 7.  PE calculations results for baseline scenario. 

B. Results for Scenario 2 
In Scenario 2, the Probability of Detection (PD) on the 

boundary of Protected Area (double fence) decreases from 0.8 
to 0.02, as long as the cyber-attack compromises the detection 
function, leaving it dependent on the human observation. 
Figure 8 shows the ASD for the Scenario 2. 

 
Figure 8.  ASD for the cyber-physical attack (Scenario 2). 

It is considered that the cyber-attack on CCTV does not 
alter the response force time per se but has impacts on the 
perimeter defense and on the overall security system 
effectiveness. Figure 9 shows the calculations results for PE on 
the second scenario. 

 
Figure 9.  PE calculations results for the blended attack (Scenario 2). 

Similarly to the baseline scenario, the lowest PE is 
considered the best representative of the security system 
effectiveness, thus being 0.54, i.e., 54% of effectiveness. 

C. Discussion 
Comparing both results, a downtime of the CCTV system 
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caused by the cyber-physical attack reduces by 40% the overall 
effectiveness of the security system for the same physical threat 
considered on the baseline scenario. This is considered a 
significant compromise for the system performance, especially 
because in real-life facilities such attack may result on 
radiological consequences and even loss of lives. 

Comparing the results obtained with a purely physical 
attack scenario, as described in [1], a cyber-attack on CCTV 
system has a greater impact on PE than weaken emergency 
doors (54% on cyber-attack versus 64% with the door opened), 
in both cases the attacks made the intrusion task easier to the 
adversaries.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Given the dynamic threat scenario faced by nuclear 

facilities around the world, the omnipresence of digital systems 
at the facilities processes, along with the widespread 
occurrence of cyber-attacks involving critical infrastructure, 
this work provided an evaluation of the impacts caused by a 
cyber-physical attack on a hypothetical nuclear facility. The 
model presented in this work is more complete than purely 
physical or cyber models, enabling risk analysis and detection 
of vulnerabilities not foreseeable in a traditional compliance-
based evaluation. 

Results obtained show a significant decrease on the overall 
security system effectiveness, from around 90% to 54%, which 
in real-life attack scenarios would probably enable the 
adversaries to complete their objectives.  

As future work possibilities, all the mentioned topics 
express a strong need to further studies on cyber-physical risk 
management, over different digital assets, or using different 
risk management approaches. Despite being used in this study 
for nuclear facilities, the methodology is general and could also 
be used for other types of critical infrastructure.  
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